Morehead Has a Scare.
(Special to the Courier-journal.)
MOREHEAD, KY., July 30.—The population of Morehead was thrown into quite a state of excitement this afternoon by the double-quick of the troops to the lower portion of the town in a drenching storm. It was caused by a young man by the name of Peck attempting to shoot one of the train hands. The conductor on the train telegraphed to the town Marshal to have a posse in readiness at the train. The Marshal swore in Craig Toliver, Mason Keating, and John Amen Day as his posse, arming them for the purpose. Maj. McKee, hearing of their armed presence, determined to take a hand in the game. It took less than one minute to arm, fall in, and double-quick his command to the train depot. Peck was jailed.